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He further explained with: 

  The Pyramid of Digital Needs of Maslow.
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 Challenges of 4.0 from Human 

Perspective: 
1. Economic 
2. Social 
3. Political 

 
 Consequences of Industry 4.0 on Hum

“Though Technological advances may be to large extents already 
predictable and their cons
regulations on a national or international basis are obviously not”.
 
 

 
 
 

Challenges of 4.0 from Human Perceptive and Organizational 

Consequences of Industry 4.0 on Human Labour and Work organization: 
Though Technological advances may be to large extents already 

predictable and their consequences on social impacts and associated 
regulations on a national or international basis are obviously not”.
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 He added that Journey of a Leader is to 
 4 Stages for Industry 4.0 

1. Break Assumptions
2. Empathize 
3. Involve Others 
4. Avoid Herd Mentality

 
 He mentioned the words of Jack Ma the founder of a
“In about next 30 years, a robot wil
the best CEO. Machines will do what human beings
Machines will partner and cooperate with
Mankind’s Enemy”.      
 
The 3 possibilities of Human and Machines
follows: 
 

1. Humans and Machines work together.
2. Humans and Machines f
3. Machines and Machines fight with 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

He added that Journey of a Leader is to Break, Shake and Make.
4 Stages for Industry 4.0 - How we should prepare? 

Break Assumptions 

 
Avoid Herd Mentality 

entioned the words of Jack Ma the founder of alibaba group that stated 
“In about next 30 years, a robot will likely be on the cover of time magazine as 
the best CEO. Machines will do what human beings are in capable of doing. 
Machines will partner and cooperate with humans rather than become 

3 possibilities of Human and Machines interaction was also elaborated as 

Humans and Machines work together. 
Humans and Machines fight with each other. 
Machines and Machines fight with each other. 
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He concluded with these Lines and also about the growth of artificial 
intelligence in upcoming days will be like the following three statements  
 

1. “Artificial intelligence is growing up fast, as are a robot who’s facial 
Expressions can elicit empathy and make your mirror neurons quiver”. 
 

2. “The World is changing whether you like it or not. Get involved or Get 
left behind”. ~ Dane Waters.  
 

3. “Do not wait until the conditions are perfect to Begin Beginning Makes 
the condition perfect”. ~ Alan Cohen. 

 


